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ABSTRACT
= A survey q stionnaire was admid' red to men and

women um graduates who w e classified.as Mascul ne, feminine,
androgynou or undifferentiated depending upon whether they were
above or below the median on separate measures of masculinity and
feminity. Classifications were bised cn both the Berzins and Welling
.(Welling, 1975) and Spence,'Helmreich, and Stapp (1974) sex role
scales. Examined were-four hypotheses suggesting that androgynous
persons of both sexes, pose than the traditionallySex typed
(maseuline men and feminine women) , )rocild express gfeatar feelings ,of
political efficacy, be more politically active, less conservative,
and less dogiatic. Mixed skpport was found for the first two
hypotheses and the second two were not-supported. Feminine persdns of
both'sexes were the most conservative and most dogmatic. This study,
found that androgynous persons have greater feelings of efficacy and
are more politically active, while feminine persons are themost
traditional and most isolated from political affairs. The study also
o&ers.snprort for the use of sex role scales that distinguish four
.sex role types. (Author)
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In order to better understand political behavior and attitudes, past,

studies have often. examined sex_ differences. But there are two'reasoner-

...why a better understanding may rehult from examining the variable of sex

role. First, if sex differences exist, few persons would suggest that'

such differentes would be due to biological factors. But a-mire reasonable

4 be to look ,atirole identifiGation rather than physical gender.

explanation Would be that men.and;tomen are socialized into different.

'roles, audit is these roles that may be related to political behavior

I

and attitudes. Ther\efore,":a better method to exabine socialization would

11.

. A second reason that sex roles may be related to political behavior is

''that several recently developed sex role scales include separate measures
I

' of masculinity and femininity rather than have both coMbined into a single'

, bipolar continuum. These scales allow men and women to be classified as

either masculine; feminine, androgynous or indeterminate. Studies.by

Spence, Helmreich, and Staip (1975); and Wetter (1975) have shown that

differendes across these four classifications exist for self-esteem. Sex

role may, thefOre, betrelated to political behaVior because high sel

C. '' - esteem haq been associated with interest and involvement in poli

OD j %

'M. -'; JLane, 1959). These new scales may also be related to a of sex role )

C.
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development proposed*RebeCca, Hefner, and Oleshansky (1976). Rebecca

et al. state that people-either polarize or transcend sex roles.
A

,

Transcendence,might,lheiefore, be assoCiatedlith the classification of

.r_ol person as andiOgynOus. DaCvelO;ment into theftranscendence stage has not
.,

.i
.

, c _ .

Y'' been strongly supported. by'our society, and so the minority of persons who

--.

. *have reached this.stage 'Might be expected to be not as traditional,
-

5RI V

conservative, or dogmatics.

.

Four hypotieses were examined. Because androgynous persons have been
f9

shown to have the highest level ofself-esteemand indeterminates the

least, and because self-esteem is related toe political efficacy and politioal

iniolverient, ttien the first hypothesis is that for both men and women,
I

androgynous persons will be the.:Most politically efficacious followed by

NJ, 4 /
Masculine, feminine, and then indeterminate persons.. The second hypothesis

is that for bOth men and women the same order will hold for political

activism. \A third hypothesis is that androgynous men and women are less

conservative than masculine men and feminine women who behave in agreement

with the society's-current standards of pOlarized sex differences. A

.

fourth hypothesis is,that androgynous men and women are not as dogmatic as

.

the traditionally sex typed, since more rigid.persons_might not tolerate

the ambigu ity of.their having 'bOth masculine and feminine qualities.
1

4biects. Questionnaire',respondentEi were BS male and 128 female

undergraduates in day and evening psychology classes.at an urban university.
,

Males ranged in age'from18 to'45, with a mean of 26.2, and females ranged'

in age from 18 to 50, with a mean of24.5.,

. c
- , Procedure.,. A questionnaire distributed near 'the end, of the Spring

.

.' Quarter, 1976, included the sex ,ro scales of Berzidand Welling ,

--

. . ,

(Welling, 1975) and Spence et al. (1974), a ten-item political efficacy

3
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measure, a' twelve-item self-report measure of frequency of political

behavior, a twenty-item conservatism scale adapted fro41 Wilson and

Patterson (1968), a twenty -item dogmatimscale (Trodahl and Powell,,1965),

-and-demographi-c-guestionS4r-Factot-analy- ttWas computed (principle axis

solution, xarina.); rotation)lor -each dependent measure with males and

1

females combined, and two factors of efficacy, two factors of actiyisi
If-- ,, 1

three factors of conservatism, and two fadtoj-s of dogmatism were computed.
,

. . .

Dependent measures were then composed of alliitemb from each Scale, and
I ,

3

alsd the items from each factor, for a total'of thirteen dependent measures.
.

A

Hypotheses were analyzed using:a three=way analysis of variance for each

sex role scale and each dependent measure with the three independent
- -

-., , ..
.

,
.

variables being sex, class (self-reports dichotomized into working and

middle class), and sex role classification.

Results. Some support was shown for the first hypotheses lsee
e %

Table 1). A main effect of sex-role was significlit for two of the
YN

efficacy measures and the Spence Scale., Androgynous or masculine persons

were highest in political efficacy and indeterminates low in efficacy.

For-the Zerzins scale, however, no main effect was significant, but a set

by sex role interaction was significant for these same two measures.

Feminine.males and masculine females were highest and the traditionally

s'ex.typed (masculine males and feminitt, femaleei were lowest in feelings
/

of
.

efficacy. .
, 4 ..

, The second hypothesis was partially supported. A signiticant main

/ effect4ef sex role was found four all three measures-and the Spence scale

, , . .:.

and twolopeasures and the Berzins scale. The order of most to least

politically active was, for the Berzins scale, andogynolls,"mascvline,

indeterminate, and feminine., And for the Spence scale, mascUlin0;.

/
..
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androgynous, indeterminate, and feminine.

I

_

The third hypothesis was not supported. A significant mainleaect

of sex role was.found for three of the four conservatism measures and the

Berzins scale, but for only one of the measures'of the Spence scale.

For three of-the four measures, feminine; persons were the, most conservativeaw
--

and indeterminates the least conservative. In all four measuwes,

androgynous persons were more conservative-than masculine persons.

The fourth hypothesis was not supported. A significant main effect

of sex role was found only for two measures of dogmatism and the. Berzins

scale. Feminine persons were the most dogmatic and indeterminates lawei

in dogmatism.

Post hoc tests (Newman-Xuels, .05 level of significa el were_computed

where main effects of sex 'role were significant for the dependent measures

in ail four hypothrlses. In general, only the'extremes were significantly

different.

Signif,icanftifferenoes for men and-women were found ,for two of the

three measures of politibal activism, and one of the fOur measures pf
If

more
conservatism. Nen were ifiet politically active,,and women more,conservative.

A significant main effect and interaction with social Class was found for
---

several measures) but social class generally did not affect the examination

of the four hypotheses.

Conclusions. This study found support that sex role is related-to

.

political behavior. Androgynous persons are the highest or.hext highest

, .

in political efficacy and political activismo and indeterminates are the

S

least,effidacious and feminine persons the least active. However,

androgynous persons are not-as well differentiated in their attitudes of

A'
conservatism and dogmatism. or these attitudes, it tends-to be theo ,

a

;,
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feminine person who is most conservative and:most dogmatic, and the

indeterminate person who is the least conservative and least dogmatic.

,And.so in summary, this study found that, first, feminine persons

are'ihemost traditional and also the most isolaied from political affair:.

They are low in political efficacy, the least politically active:17ml the

most conservative and most dogmatic. And second, this'study may also

include an indication of potentially wider citizen participation in
,,

political affairs in our society in thesfutilre. It is generally recognized
- ,

v.
that rigid sex role stereqtYtes in our society are breaking down. As our

'society comes to more greatly reward flexibility in sex roles, more'pepple,

will become what today is labeled as androgynous. Since this study found

androgynous persons to be among the'most politically efficacious and

suyyzsilov. "

active, this leads to a reeetioil that ditizdh.participation will increase

as more people come to be'typed as andt:ogynoub. It may be, of course,
.4

that td be classified as androgynous today is to be distinctly different

.in some manner' that may not be the case-in the.future., 11;ut it could also

.well that a person rigidly masculine or feminine is'restricted in what

0
they will attempt to do, and as it is the androgynous person today that

. will extend themselves into greater pdlitical involvement, this pattern
.

of behavior'may continue in the future.

4
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SignificantProbabil4tie4 of'Sex Role Main Effect

and Se* by Sex Role Interaction°.
Berzinsandigelling Scale Spence et al. Scale

.3

VI Sex Role
Dependent
Variable t,

Sex X Sex Role
qL

Sex Role Sex X Sex Role

,Efficacy, One * * * * *

.
Efficacy Two * * * *

Efficacy Three *

Activism One

Activism Two

***

417\-

o.

***

***

..
st

Activism'Three *** ***

Conservatism One ***
4

Conservatism Two

Conservatism Three **

Conservatism Four ** *

Dogmatism One ** /
Dogmatism **4,

,% ,Dogatism Three *

IS

105 <2(.10

.017<24.05
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